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Abstract. We investigate a mechanism for secure remote logging to improve 
privacy guarantees in dynamic systems. Using an extended threat model for pri- 
vacy, we first describe outer and inner privacy: outer privacy denotes the tradi- 
tional attacker model for privacy where identity management systems control the 
collection of personal, observable information; inner privacy denotes the threat 
posed by an attacker who attempts to get hold of private log data by tampering 
with a device. While privacy-enhancing technologies should take outer and inner 
privacy into account, there is, to our knowledge, no approach for inner privacy, 
in particular for dynamic systems. To this end, we develop protocols to address 
inner privacy based on secure logging. Our approach accoulits for the capacity 
limitations of resource-poor devices in dynamic systems, as it allows for the re- 
mote storage of log data, while fulfilling its security guarantees. Furthermore, 
our approach can be smoothly integrated into identity management systems to 
combine outer and inner privacy. 

1 Introduction 

"Logging" refers to a sort of prophylactic process of collecting and storing informa- 
tion about the events in the system. Provided that the collected data is authentic, it 
gives a sound basis upon which other functionalities can be deployed. Initially, log 
data was chiefly used by system administrators to investigate the behaviour of a system 
in case of malfunction. The advent of the Internet and e-commerce brought along the 
need for accountability and billing mechanisms, which are also deployed using logged 
data. Subsuming the previous functionalities, dynamic systems also use log data for 
self-management tasks in autonomous components [9] and, more recently, as "digital 
witnesses" in forensic disputes [12]. 

Log mechanisms can be seen as a privacy-endangering technology, as they greedily 
collect infom~ation and prepare it for a proceeding analysis. This becomes a threat when 
the logged data includes personal attributes. This situation is a result of the underlying 
attacker model under consideration. Traditionally, the attacker is taken to be the current 
communication partner or the devices capturing observable attributes of an individual. 
To minimise the chances of a violation of privacy, identity management and privacy 
aware systems have been devised [I, 2,131. These tools employ several techniques to 
diminish an individual's observability and give him control over the release of personal 
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attributes, thus allowing the characterisation and, to some extent the enforcement, of his 
privacy policies. 

However, it is questionable whether such an attacker model for privacy is realistic 
in dynamic systems. We consider dynamic systems, i.e. systems allowing for the om- 
nipresent availability of computing power, communication and data, as mixed-mode in- 
frastructures: they combine resource-rich and resource-poor components. (We consider 
this as a result of advances in distinct aspects of computing systems, namely auton- 
omy [9], pervasiveness [15], and reachability [8] of devices.) The underlying compu- 
tational ubiquity makes it impossible to fully control observability: data will inevitably 
be collected. Nevertheless, what the next privacy threat in dynamic systems will be 
remains to be defined. 

In this paper, we distinguish between two concepts of privacy: outer and inr~ev pri- 
vacy. These are distinguished in terms of the underlying threat model: while outer pri- 
vacy denotes the customary privacy threats as lack of observability and control over the 
release of data, inner privacy is defined by an attacker who attempts to obtain private 
infonnation by tampering with private log data. These concepts are complementary and 
cannot be considered in isolation: getting hold of private log data indeed invalidates the 
effort that prevented its release. 

Nevertheless, while there is a plethora of mechanisms addressing outer privacy, 
tools to address inner privacy are lacking. To this end, we present a secure logging 
approach to tackling inner privacy based on techniques for tamper-evident logging pre- 
sented in [17]. Due to the underlying mixed-mode setting, capacity limitations should 
be taken into account. Our approach is tailored to dynamic systems, in particular for 
resource-poor devices: we equip our secure logging mechanism with features to allow 
for secure remote storage. This is achieved by an acknowledgement phase in which the 
data collector proves the possession of log data to the transmitting device. Moreover, 
selective access control mechanisms for each entry are built in, thereby facilitating the 
analysis without disclosing the whole logfile. We remark, though, that the applicabil- 
ity is not restricted to resource-poor devices. Resource-rich components could employ 
similar techniques to secure logging, while omitting the acknowledgement phase. 

Overall, our work sheds a light on the relationship between security and privacy 
in dynamic systems on the one hand, and secure logging mechanisms on the other. 
Although we focus here on privacy, we see our contribution as a wider one. Dynamic 
systems are characterised by a high degree of autonomy, which can only take place 
when the components are able to adapt themselves to the needs of a particular context. 
This requires an analysis of logged data, which, if inaccurate, leads to an incorrect 
functioning: ex falsum p o d  libet, i.e., from a falsity everything follows. By providing 
the necessary authenticity guarantees, we ensure that log data provides a reliable basis 
for this, as well as similar processes. 

We proceed as follows. In 52 we describe outer and inner privacy and describe the 
requirements the latter puts on secure logging mechanisms. We present our approach 
to secure remote logging in Q3 and discuss its security properties and limitations in 54. 
In $5, we report on related work and conclude in $6. 

Preliminaries. We refer to the components involved in logging services according to 
their role: the device generates a log message; the relay receives a log message and 
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forwards it to another service; and the collector receives a message and, in one way 
or another, stores it. To simplify matters, we consider that a device and a collector 
communicate either without an intermediary relay, or that the relay does not misbehave. 
(We are currently investigating an approach where we leave out these assumptions; 
see 56 for details.) We employ the following notation: 

- d, denotes the 7th device, r ,  the ith relay and c, the ith collector. 
- { X ) K  denotes the symmetric encryption of message X under the key K. 

S ~ g n ( x ) ~ (  stands for the signature of X  with K. 
- X .  X' stands for the concatenation of the messages X  and X'. 
- K, stands for the public key of the service s and K;' the corresponding private 

key of s. 
- MACh. ( X )  denotes the message authentication code of X under K. 
- Hash(X) is the one-way hash of X .  

We assume that the cryptographic primitives above fulfil the expected properties 
in that, e.g., it is infeasible for an attacker to induce collisions of hash values. These 
primitives are described in, e.g., [16]. 

2 Outer and Inner Privacy 

In order to make the discussion on the relationship between privacy and logging mecha- 
nisms clear, it is necessary to distinguish between two views of privacy: outer and inner 
privacy. Roughly speaking, these standpoints are circumscribed in terms of the underly- 
ing attacker model used to characterise an attacker's potential threat. We first illustrate 
the idea behind the attacker model defining outer privacy by means of an example. 

Example I (Outer privacyl. Suppose an individual goes shopping in the city centre. 
There are hundreds of other individuals there and everybody can see him entering a 
shop, choosing a product and paying for it. Now suppose the individual simply asks 
for the article and receives it packed in the store's carrier bag. Nobody appart from the 
seller knows what has been bought. However, if the individual leaves the shop, it is 
possible to infer he was in that shop by the camer bag in his possession. In turn, if we 
assume that the camer bag given by the seller has no name or logo, it can be inferred 
that something has been bought, however not knowing what. Finally, if the individual 
packs the camer bag into his backpack before leaving the shop, it is impossible to infer 
whether anything has been bought at all. i 

The scenario depicted above can be compared to a dynamic system. Pedestrians in 
our example are sensors capturing the context, i.e. an individual's actions, in various 
ways. Individuals are devices that communicate with other devices. Privacy protect- 
ing measures, such as bundling the product or packing it into a backpack, involve the 
communication over secure channels and the use of identity management systems. 

In computing systems, privacy-enhancing technologies such as identity manage- 
ment and privacy aware systems attempt to deter an attacker impersonated by the com- 
munication partner itself, as it stores attributes of an individual and the surrounding 
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context that can observe this communication. These are represented in our example 
by the seller and other individuals observing the transaction. To account for privacy, 
systems offer a knob to control the release of data, and minimise individuals observ- 
ability. Overall, they control what can be observed, while avoiding the correlation of 
this information with the individual behind it. Technically, mechanisms like network 
anonymisers, pseudonyms and partial identities are employed to control individuals' 
observability and the disclosure of data. They thus protect what we refer to as outer 
privacy. We now look at Example 1 from a different perspective. 

Example 2 (Innerpt-ivacjg. Take the same situation as in Example 1. Irrespective of the 
level of privacy the individual aims at, the information "logged" by this individual does 
include the purchase of a particular product, as well as the preferences leading to this 
transaction. Assume that a preventive measure, e.g. packing the purchased good into 
a backpack, is carried out. This expresses the individual's unwillingness to share this 
information, namely the purchase of a particular product, with individuals other than the 
seller. Hence, if this action is somehow stored-and there is enough evidence to assume 
that it will be-, then it must be securely stored, for the release of this information 
entails loss of privacy. i 

Note that we consider a different attacker in this example. Namely, an attacker who 
tries to obtain private information by tampering with the individual's device. This un- 
veils a, to our knowledge novel, tight relationship between the preventive measures 
chosen to protect the individual's privacy during a transaction and the log data associ- 
ated with this transaction: the preventive measures determine the degree of sensibility 
ascribed to log data. Inner privacy denotes the confidentiality of private log data. 

Unless strong, albeit hypothetical, assumptions regarding tamper resistance are 
made (or, equivalently, we assume that the underlying attacker model disregards intru- 
sion), outer and inner privacy cannot be considered in isolation: an unbalanced distribu- 
tion between them harms the overall privacy level. This balance is essential in dynamic 
systems. Due to an extended attack vector, tamper resistance for resource-poor devices 
can hardly be achieved, and improvements on tamper resistance usually come at the 
cost of performance. Nevertheless, research into privacy mechanisms is tailored to ad- 
dress outer privacy. Below, we present an approach to protecting inner privacy based on 
secure remote logging. 

2.1 Inner Privacy by Secure Remote Logging 

Three issues arise from the discussion on inner privacy. First, since complete tamper 
resistance is infeasible, mechanisms should be in place to guarantee that the logged 
data cannot be tampered with. Second, the usual amount of data logged by a device is 
enormous. This already causes problems to resource-poor devices and, if additional data 
ensuring the security of log data is added, log data grows in size and the device is bound 
to run out of storage. Hence, a secure log service should also allow for the secure remote 
storage of data. Third, if log data is remotely stored, the logging mechanisms should 
ensure that a third-party service only gains access to those entries it has permission to. 
Together, these three characteristics build the setting within which we introduce our 
approach to protecting inner privacy. 
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Fig. 1. Authenticity property for secure logging. 

In our approach, log data is secured at logging the entry associated to an event and 
not as a separate process. Each log entry is (symmetrically) encrypted with a unique 
key. The techniques we employ guarantee forward integrity, i.e. if an attacker succeeds 
in breaking in at time t ,  all the log data stored before t cannot be compromised. (We 
introduce forward integrity in 53.) Forward integrity also helps assessing the circum- 
stances that allowed for and led to an intrusion. Moreover, we ensure that attempts to 
tamper with logged data do not go undetected. 

Further, our logging mechanism supports secure remote storage. By addressing this 
issue, we consider that the collector can misbehave or, similarly, that it is not tamper 
resistant enough. Thus, while in our protocol the collector possesses enough informa- 
tion to prove the (integral) possession of log data, it cannot derive the keys necessary 
to decrypt the log entry. Moreover, even if the collector (or an attacker) succeeds in de- 
crypting one entry by guessing the right key, this does not reveal enough information to 
derive the keys used to encrypt the previous or next entries. This stems from the secrecy 
of a piece of information we refer to as Ao, which is not known by the collector. 

Finally, we allow the selective disclosure of log data based on techniques introduced 
in [17]. The permission mask TV works as an access control list and indexes the service 
(or group thereof) that can access an entry. The symmetric key used to encrypt the log 
entry can be recomputed and given to authorised services when needed. (Protocols to 
regulate the delegation and access from collector and third-party services are not in 
the scope of our work.) Note that this is also in line with a common understanding of 
privacy that postulates that an individual should have the chance to actively determine 
who learns information about him. 

3 An Approach to Secure Remote Logging 

Log data can only provide a sound basis for further services when it is authentic. We 
define authenticity as the simultaneous fulfilment of data integrity and uniqueness, as 
illustrated in Fig. 1. Confidenttulip of log entries is necessary for privacy and is con- 
sidered as an extra protection goal. A log service is labelled secure when integrity, 
uniqueness and confidentiality properties are fulfilled. 

- Integrity states that log data faithfully reflects the state of the devices, i.e., the log 
data is accurate (entries have not been modified), complete (entries have not been 
deleted), and compact (entries have not been illegally added to the logfile). Thus, 
log data is not modified, deleted, or appended during the transmission to, and stor- 
age at, the collector. 
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- Uniqueness states that log data shall not allow for parallel realities. Concretely, it 
is impossible to intercept log data sent from dl  to cl and to resend it (possibly in 
modified form and claiming a different device identity) to cz.  Log data must be 
uniquely tagged. 

- Confidentiality states that log entries cannot be read by unauthorised individuals, 
for this would harm inner privacy. Note that confidentiality is also related to unique- 
ness, for log data transmitted in clear-text can be easily duplicated. 

These properties are realised with cryptographic techniques, which need to ensure 
tamper evidence, i.e., attempts to illicitly manipulate log data must be detectable to 
a verifier [l  I], and forward integrity, i.e. log data contains sufficient information to 
confirm or rebuke allegations of log data modification before the moment of the com- 
promise [5]. 

The goal of the attacker is to gain access to private log data and, thus, to violate its 
integrity, uniqueness, and confidentiality. The threats posed by an attacker are described 
using an attacker model. While we are aware of recent ongoing research on formally 
characterising attacker models for dynamic environments [6], we refrain from sticking 
to a particular model. 

3.1 Overview of our Approach 

Our approach to secure remote logging services in dynamic systems is based on and 
extends the techniques proposed in [17]. The idea is to devise a protocol to securely 
store log data. The protocol starts at the device: it is in charge of applying cryptographic 
techniques to ensure tamper evidence and forward integrity. When the device runs out 
of storage, it contacts the collector to request remote storage. The protocol ends with an 
irrefbtable proof of possession of the collector. In detail: 

1. initialisation and construction of the logfile: the device is in charge of applying 
cryptographic techniques to safeguarding the integrity and uniqueness of its logfile. 
To this end, it computes a secret random value p210 and, for each entry, a proof value 
2 associated with that entry based on pvo. The 2-values build a chain, so that the 
integrity of the whole chain can be checked by analysing its last link. 

2. mutual authentication of services: apart from authentication, the device and the 
collector also agree on a secret value pvo that will be used to ascertain authenticity 
of log messages. 

3. acknowledgement of receiptfrom collector: by receiving the chunk of log data, 
the collector computes the 2-value associated with each entry and sends the last 
2-value signed together with a timestamp and protocol sequence number back to 
the device. The device then stores this unambiguous piece of information, as it 
demonstrates that the collector received the chunk of log data correctly and can be 
thus held accountable for attacks upon this data. 

We describe the initialisation, appending, and acknowledgement processes below; 
the authentication phase and the secure exchange of pvo are taken for granted. 
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Fig. 2. Adding an entry to the logfile. 

3.2 Initializing the Logfile 

Assuming that the device d successfully generates a secret value p10,  d creates the log 
file by inserting the first entry into it. Entries have the following fields and are initialised 
as: 

- iVo is a permission mask to regulate the access to the log entry Lo.  As in [17], the 
initialisation value is LogfileInitializationType. 

- {DO)jyo is the symmetrically encrypted log data for the entry Lo and KO is a ran- 
dom session key. To provide the necessary security guarantees, D contains not only 
the event to be logged, but also a timestamp and a protocol identifier. (The former 
states the recentness of the entry, the latter avoids harmful protocol interactions.) 

- Yo is the first link of a hash chain.(In the simplest form, a hash-chain Y can be 
inductively defined as Yl = Hash(Yo) and Y, = Hash (Y,-I).) 

- A. is the authentication key for the first entry. As we discuss in $4, this is the secret 
upon which the security of the whole protocol rests. In practice, since we do not 
assume that the device is tamper resistant, we suggest that this secret should be kept 
off-line. 

- Lo = I&, {DO)Ka, YO stands for the initial log entry. 
- Zo is the message authentication code of Lo defined as MAC,,, (Lo). This piece 

of information is used to compute the proof value associated with the whole chunk 
of log entries and can thence be used as a challenge against the collector. For this, 
it will not be send along with Lo to the collector. 

3.3 Appending Log Entries 

After creating the logfile, the device starts adding entries to the logfile. This is schemat- 
ically illustrated in Fig. 2, where the numbers mean: 

1. A, = H ~ S ~ ( A + ~ )  denotes the authentication key of the jth log entry. The confi- 
dentiality of this information is essential, as it is used to encrypt log entries. Thus, 
we assume that the computation of the new value irretrievably overwrites the pre- 
vious value. 
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2. li;. = Hash(M5, A j )  is the cryptographic key with which the jth log entry is 
encrypted. This key is based on the permission mask W j ,  so that only authorised 
services gain access to the entry. 

3.  { D j ) &  is the encrypted log entry. 
4. Y ,  = H ~ S ~ , ( Y , - ~ ,  { D j J K , ,  1%) is the jth value of the hash chain. Each link of 

the hash chain is based on the corresponding encrypted value of the log data. This 
ensures that the chain can be verified without the knowledge of the actual log entry. 

5. plij = Hash(ZjP1. is the proof value associated with entry j .  
6.  Z j  = MAC,,, (Hash(Lj)) is the authenticator of the jth log entry. We compute 

the message authentication code for the whole entry instead of a field of it (in the 
case of [ I  71, the hash-chain value 1'). 

The log entry L j  generated by the device consists of the permission mask W j ,  
the encrypted log entry { D j } ~ , ,  and the hash-chain value Yj; it is denoted by L j  = 

rvj, { D ~ ) K ~ ;  Y?. 

3.4 Acknowledgement Phase 

The last phase of the protocol aims to provide irrefutable evidence regarding a collec- 
tor's possession of the chunk of log data sent by the device, as well as the chunk's 
integrity. For this, the following steps are taken: 

- by receiving the chunk L j-Lk (with j < k), the collector computes for each entry 
L, the corresponding pvi and, thus, Zi values. 

- after k - j iterations, the collector obtains ZI ,  = hlilC,,, (Hash(Lk)). 
- the signed proof value is sent to the device S ~ g n ( Z k ) ~ ~ l .  This message includes a 

timestamp and protocol step identifier. 
- the device then checks whether the authenticator Z k  matches with the authentica- 

tor computed during the second phase. If it does, the device frees the storage by 
deleting the chunk. 

4 Security Properties and Limitations of our Protocol 

Our logging protocol ensures inner privacy by guaranteeing the authenticity of log data, 
and by fulfilling tamper evidence and forward integrity. We describe the properties 
achieved and its underlying limitations. 

Securily Properties. The integrity of log messages is by the message authentication 
code Z and the hash chain Y. The message authentication code ensures that accuracy, 
completeness and compactness have not been violated during transmission. Similarly, 
the hash chain provides long-lasting security guarantees regarding the stored data. 

The message authentication code is essential in the acknowledgement phase to en- 
sure the receipt of log data. We use a one-way function to hash the proof value pu and 
the message authentication code Z of the previous log entry, thereby building a chain 
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of log values. Since the value of the last link depends on the previous values, it suf- 
fices to verify the last link of the chain to ensure the integrity of the whole chunk. The 
hash-chain Y plays a similar role. However, unlike 2, Y is part of the log entry. 

We ensure uniqueness by means of timestamps, as well as sequence numbers, and 
the co~fidentiality of log data. This combination makes it impossible for an attacker to 
reuse chunks of log data. Timestamps are used in protocols to prevent replay attacks 
and their implementation is straightforward. This contrasts with the subtleness associ- 
ated with the mechanism to ensure confidentiality. The contents of the j th  log entry is 
encrypted using an entry authentication key derived from A and the permission mask, 
as in [17]. This key is derived using an one-way function and the secrecy of the entry 
depends on the knowledge of the attacker about A, for if the attacker knows A ,- 1, he 
can obtain KJ and, thus, D,. 

Finally, tamper evidence is given by the message authentication code and the hash- 
chain values: while the former provides tamper evidence in the acknowledgement 
phase, the latter ensures this property for the time that log data is kept on the collector. 
Note that the timestamps also play an accessory role, as they help detecting illegal en- 
tries. Forward integrity is provided by the secrecy of A. Since the previous values of A 
are deleted right after their use, an attacker who succeeds in breaking in can only access 
the current (and the subsequent) entries. We discuss this issue below. 

Limits of the Logging Protocol. The logging protocol we present has several limitations, 
thereby confining the class of its potential applications. 

- Timepoint of a successfit1 attack: the integrity of the logfile can only be ensured up 
to the point in time at which the attacker takes over the collector (or device). Once 
an attacker succeeds in compromising a machine, he can misuse log information at 
will. 

- Deletion of log entries: tamper evidence allows us to detect the deletion of log 
data. However, it is always possible for an attacker to completely (and irretrievably) 
delete the log file or entries thereof, in particular when we assume that no write- 
only hardware or media is at hand. 

- Collector's behaviour: unless it is compromised, the collector is assumed to follow 
the protocol. However, the device does not acquire any evidence about the correct 
behaviour of the collector. 

- Computational cost: the computational cost associated with running the logging 
protocol we propose is relatively high and could be an overkill for resource-poor 
devices. Two alternatives arise: either simplify our approach, or delegate some of 
the tasks to a (trusted) relay. 

- Denial of service (DoS): although we consider the potential for a DoS attack upon 
the protocol, there is too little we can do in our protocol to prevent a DoS fkom hap- 
pening. According to [lo], DoS attacks have an inherent practical characteristic, so 
that outsmarting these attacks requires preventive measures during the implemen- 
tation. 
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5 Related Work 

Our work lies in the intersection of two research fields: privacy mechanisms and secure 
logging. While this intersection is not void, it has mainly focussed on outer privacy or 
ignored the challenges of dynamic systems. 

Research into outer privacy includes the development of anonymising proxies such 
as JAP, identity management systems to control the disclosure of personal data, and 
privacy aware systems. Here we focus on a few of them closer to our work; see [14] 
for further approaches. JAP is a sophisticated mechanism to anonymise an individ- 
ual [3]. Perfect anonymity is usually useless for practical purposes, for electronic trans- 
actions cannot be carried out without an adequate level of accountability. For this, iden- 
tity management systems use anonymising services to implement partial identities and 
pseudonyms. Examples of such systems are iManager [2] and idemix [I], where the 
overall goal is to control the release of data and, at the same time, avoid the inference 
of further personal data; in particular, to deduce the real identity of the individual be- 
hind a pseudonym. paws is a privacy aware system for dynamic systems [13]. In line 
with our work, Langheinrich assumes that the collection of data will occur anyway, so 
that perfect protection of personal information will be hardly achievable. To counteract 
the problem, his system ensures that privacy policies are known to, and to some extent 
enforced by, individuals. 

Regarding privacy and secure logging, Flegel introduces an approach to tackle pri- 
vacy in unix log files [7]. He extends outer privacy techniques for pseudonymisation 
of log data generated by the syslog. This addresses only the data collected from an 
individual, i.e., outer privacy. 

Research on secure logging mechanisms is mostly of a practical nature, somehow 
based on extensions of syslog, and not tailored to dynamic systems. An exception is 
Schneier und Kelsey [17], who describe an approach to secure log data in marginally 
trusted collectors. While the approach we propose employs and extends their tech- 
niques, we act upon a different assumptions and problem, i.e. provide log services in 
dynamic systems. 

6 Conclusion and Ongoing Work 

We distinguish between outer and inner privacy, and present a mechanism to address 
inner privacy in dynamic systems. Our characterisation of inner privacy is based on an 
extended threat model where the attacker attempts to access private log data, instead of 
collecting data about an individual's behaviour. To cope with inner privacy problems, 
we propose a secure logging mechanism that allows for tamper-evident remote storage 
of data, being thus in line with dynamic systems and their resource poor-devices. 

This work is part of an effort to bring basic security mechanisms into dynamic sys- 
tems, and several interesting issues remain open. First, although we characterise outer 
and inner privacy, we do so by means of examples. Defining these terms is essential to 
clarify our contribution. 

Second, to-date outer privacy prevails and there is no mechanism that combines 
outer and inner privacy. We are adapting the iManager, an identity manager system for 
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outer privacy [2], with our techniques. This provides practical insights into the com- 
plexity involved in dealing with inner privacy by testing it in a relatively resource-poor 
device. Third, secure logging is a demanding process and only selected events should be 
securely logged. To describe these events, we investigate policy languages and its inter- 
play with our secure logging. Fourth, the collector may misbehave. To make assertions 
regarding collector's behaviour, we envisage the use of trusted computing and remote 
attestation techniques. Our goal is not only to assert collectors' behaviour, but, chiefly, 
to delegate part of the logging protocol to the collector, thereby saving the computing 
power needed to carry out the protocol. Theoretical comparisons exhibit an extraordi- 
nary alleviation of devices' load [4] and current practical work investigates the issue 
further. 

Finally, while our protocol allows for a selective disclosure of log data, we have 
neither investigated how this could be practically performed, nor the overheads thereby 
involved. We plan to develop further protocols to address this issue. 
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